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Five commitments I need, to have a boldness, to be able to witness for the
Lord.
A. How did Pastor Kevin define boldly, and boldness?
Read:(Ephesians 6:19 – 20 our fourth pillar). and Acts 4: 13,29 and 31.
B. Discuss what boldness to witness means?
C. When have most recently been a bold witness?
1. Why do I need to witness boldly?
Read: Acts 4 v.13 – 14.
A. What is your plan for spending time with Jesus?
B. What changes do you need to make it more effective?
2. How can I be realistic about witnessing boldly?
Read: v.15 – 18. Opposition to your sharing the gospel will come which make no
sense.
A. What did the council command Peter and John?
B. What was the apostles’ response?
C. What can stop you from speaking of all that you have seen and heard
God do in your life?
D. When opposition comes, you have a choice. Why is humbling yourself
the best choice?
E. How can you humble yourself and seek God’s power when opposition
comes when you witness?

3. To witness boldly what do I need to be convinced of first?
Read: v.19– 22.
A. Why are you are convinced Jesus saved you?
B. That He is working in your life?
C. That you need to be His?
D. If lifestyle is not enough how can you speak the gospel?
E. What is the gospel?
4.To Witness boldly how must I be dependent?
Read: v.23 – 30. Notice the believer’s prayer here in verses 23 –30.
A. How can I pray with confidence? Read: v.23 – 24,
B. How can I pray with awareness? Read v.25 – 27:
C. How can I pray with humility? Read: v. 28
D. How can I pray with faith? v. 29
5. To witness boldly where do I go when I am not in a foreign country?
Read: v. 31, Matthew 28:19.
A. Why is going not optional?

Memory verse: ACTS 4: 20 “for we cannot but speak of what we have seen and
heard.”

BREAK OUT SESSION:
1. In light of this study, how are you going to change in your responsibility to
witness?
2. In light of this study, how are you going to pray?

